Will you be my friend? – Annual plan 2017/2018

Will you be my friend?
Come and give me your hand,
trallala, trallalei.
Will you be my friend?
Then come and give me your hand,
trallala, trallalei.
Boga, boga, boga, boga, boga,
I want to be your friend.
Will you be my friend?
Then come and give me your trunk,
trallala, trallalei.
Will you be my friend?
Then come and give me your trunk,
trallala, trallalei.
Boga, boga, boga, boga, boga,
I want to be your friend.
Will you be my friend?
Come and give me a hug,
trallala, trallalei.
Will you be my friend?
Come and give me a hug,
trallala, trallalei.
Boga, boga, boga, boga, boga,
I want to be your friend.
(«Fantorangen», NRK Super)
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Nerigard kindergarten
A little bit about us
•
•
•

•

•

Nerigard kindergarten is located in beautiful natural
surroundings close to Natland Student
Accommodation.
The kindergarten was built in 1975, completely
renovated in 2006, and restructured in 2012.
Our outdoor area is a large natural playground with
trees for climbing, varied terrain, a hill for sledging, a
bicycle path, fixed play equipment, a wooden shelter,
and a bonfire pit. In the backyard we also have a
small sandpit, and our own vegetable garden.
Nerigard kindergarten has had a strong focus on
nature and environmental conservation for a long
time. We became a certified Eco-lighthouse enterprise
in 2014, and are scheduled for recertification in the
autumn of 2017.
The kindergarten’s main focus area is ’music and
movement’. In addition, we’ll focus particularly on
friendship and play environments this year. Songs,
hiking days, and active use of nature are important
aspects of this work.

The framework for running a kindergarten
The purpose and contents of the kindergarten are
stipulated through the Kindergarten Act (2010) and the
Framework for the Contents and Tasks of
Kindergartens (2017. Henceforth referred to as the
Framework).
These statutes provide the basis for the kindergarten’s
daily operations, and the annual plan is also based on
these.
The annual plan details how our kindergarten wishes to
work throughout the kindergarten year. Its purpose is to
detail how we work to ensure children’s formation through
care, play, and learning. The annual plan also makes
visible our progression, and how we evaluate our
pedagogical work. We have chosen to do this by creating
our own value targets for each of our project periods. The
project periods and the value targets build on each other,
so that we can see the progression in our chosen themes
throughout the year. Themes are approached and
constructed differently for each of the rooms, based on the
children’s ages. All children will be given new challenges
during the various project periods, which in turn will aid
them in developing valuable knowledge and skills. The
annual plan is also our first point of reference when
developing and evaluating project plans. Some of the ways
in which we evaluate our pedagogical work encompass the
use of ’evaluation ticks’ within the staff group,
conversations with children, pedagogical documentation,
discussions around our practice in various milieus, and
evaluations in SU (the Coordination Committee).
Our value targets are based around the Values and
Objectives for the Sammen kindergartens. These values
and objectives constitute a shared document for all of
Sammen’s kindergartens. Here, the main objectives cover
four areas: Self-Image and Self-esteem; Ability to Make
Choices; Managing Emotions, and; Social Skills.
The kindergarten has a duty of confidentiality as per § 13
of the Public Administration Act. The duty of confidentiality
also applies after an employee has left the service.
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Nerigard kindergarten
Organisation of the
kindergarten
Nerigard kindergarten is divided
into three groups. Solstråle (0-2
year olds), Månestråle (0-2 year
olds), and Måne (2-6 year olds).
Solstråle and Månestråle are
located on the east side of the
kindergarten, whilst Måne can be
found on the west side.
We start and end the day
together, and are divided into
age-based groups during core
time.
Solstråle have their hiking day on
Mondays, Månestråle on
Wednesdays, and Måne
distributes the children so that
some join Solstråle, and some
join Månestråle on their hikes.
Måne divides their children into
age-based groups each Friday.
You can read more about this on
page 43.

Daily Schedule (approx. times)
• 7:00
• 8:00-9:00
• 9:00-10:30
•
•
•
•
•
•

10:45
11:00
11:30-14:00
14:00
14:30
17:00

– Nerigard opens
– Progressive breakfast for all
– Outdoor play/organised experiences (see
monthly plan)
– Group time
– Lunch
– Sleep time/outdoor play
– Fruit
– Free play inside or outside
– Nerigard closes

Dagsrytme, Sol og Måne (Nb: ca. tider)
Contact information

• 7:00 55 28 19 80 – Barnehagen åpner
Phone:
• 8:00-9:00
– Felles54b,
fleksifrokost
Address:
Birkelundsbakken
5231 Bergen
• 9:00-10:00
– Frilek
E-mail:
nerigard.barnehage@sib.no
• 10:00 https://www.sammen.no/no/bergen/barnehage/nerigard
– Organiserte aktiviteter (se månedsplan)
Website:
• 10:45
– Samling
• 11:00
Who
works in the– Lunsj
office?
•• Linda
12:00-14:00
Utetid
Birkeland – –
Director
14:00 – Assistant Director
– Frukt
•• Tonje
• 14:30
– Frilek inne eller ute
• 17:00
– Barnehagen stenger
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Staff
Nerigard kindergarten has 14 permanent staff members. This includes two administrative staff: A full time director, and a
part time assistant director (30%).
We have seven employees who are university trained early childhood educators, and five children- and youth
workers/assistants. We prioritise having a varied staff group, both personality and gender wise, so that we complement
each other, and are able to provide the children with diverse role models. This year’s educators consist of three men,
and nine women.
We view our staff’s competencies as a formidable resource in our work with the children, and it is important that all staff
can contribute in the way/s they deem best. We work closely as a team, and through, for instance, attitude enhancing
programs, we discuss our practice, and how we want our daily life together at the kindergarten to be. Our staff group is
characterised by flexible and engaged employees who want the best for each other. This results in a positive working
environment for both children and staff.
It is important that staff at Nerigard are caring, listen, take the children seriously, are knowledgeable about and
participate in play, communicate clearly, and are attentive to each individual child’s needs. This year we are focusing on
adults’ roles in play, and the kindergarten’s play environments. It is the staff’s responsibility to ensure the children have
time, space, and opportunity to play, and they must support children in their play, aid children who wish to enter play,
and add new elements to existing play.
Over the last couple of years we have worked quite a bit with drama,
and ’adults’ in character’, where staff have challenged themselves by
wearing costumes and appearing at group times as different characters.
This is something we have also transferred into our play with the children.
Staff have continuously reflected on what types of play they engage in a
lot, which types of play they find challenging, and how this may impact on
the children and their play choices and opportunities. These are exciting
topics that we wish to explore further in the coming kindergarten year.
For more information about Nerigard and our staff, please visit:
https://www.sammen.no/no/bergen/barnehage/nerigard
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Focus area and theme work
Music and movement

Play’s opportunities and the physical environment

Music contributes towards unity and community.
Through music, children are provided with a joint
focus, they build relationships, and singing and moving
together strengthens their connection to each other.

Play is the means through which children express
themselves, and process experiences and thoughts.
Through play, children learn language/s, various skills,
empathy, and cooperation.

Music and song aids children in noticing each other,
and singing together results in a feeling of security,
and being seen. Furthermore, these experiences
provide children with shared reference points and
experiences that in turn lay the foundation for their
play. Thus, music becomes the basis on which
friendships are formed, and sense of belonging
developed.

Child initiated and led play has a central place at
Nerigard kindergarten. We facilitate children’s free
play on a daily basis. We view free play as pivotal in
the formation and learning process each child must
progress through. Nevertheless, it is important that
staff are present in children’s play, offer new ideas,
and support children’s relationships with each other.

To us, movement encompasses more than the
physical aspect of being in motion. It’s about motion,
but both physically and psychologically. It’s about
constant development, daring to try new things, about
risky play, about getting to know yourself and your
body; ”who am I in interactions with others?” Joint
movement, and mirroring each other also leads to a
shared focus and sense of community.
Finally, music and movement encompasses staff’s
wish to engage in continuous professional
development; learn new things, challenge themselves
both in front of the children and each other.

The physical environments, both inside and outdoors,
are important factors for, and in play. The
environments must invite exciting experiences, awake
curiosity, and promote a desire for play and creativity.
The physical environments must facilitate social
interactions, and inspire diverse types of play.
Children’s interests and play is constantly changing
and evolving, and consequently, so must the physical
environments. We will be working on improving and
adapting Nerigard’s physical environments
continuously throughout the kindergarten year, and will
involve the children actively in this process.
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This year’s project periods
Common Thread for all Project Periods
We have chosen to divide the kindergarten year into various project periods.
Whilst each period will have a distinct focus, they will all build on each other and
share a few common denominators. The shared goal for all project periods is to
utilise music and movement as a method to strengthen unity and community, both
in the kindergarten as a whole, and within the group of children. We want to use
music, song, and movement actively to achieve this, as shared music experiences
and activities bind people together, and lead to a sense of belonging and
community.

«I feel so happy when I see you» (August and September)
At the beginning of the Kindergarten year, we focus primarily on transitioning from
home to Nerigard, developing a sense of belonging, and establishing a feeling of
community. We want to provide the children with ample opportunities to become
familiar with the kindergarten, and get to know staff and other children. It is
important to us that we ensure children, and parents/carers feel safe and
experience a positive start to the year. We can achieve this through building strong
attachments and relationships.

«You and I, and us two» (October, November, January, and February)
During this period, we want to extend the work we did relating to community,
sense of belonging, and musical enjoyment during the previous period. We want to
focus, in particular, on friendship, relations between friends, and diversity – and to
use music and play as methods to create a sense of community and cultural
understanding. During this period, we will also focus on the kindergarten’s play
environments, and adults’ roles in play. We want to change/design the play
environments so that they are developmentally appropriate for the children’s ages
and interests. The children will participate in this work.
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This year’s project periods
«Merry Christmas» (December)
Christmas preparations will be central during December. We will focus on being helpful, kind, sharing, and
experiencing the joy of bringing joy to others. During this period, our focus will also be on music as a
’creator of moods’, and we will be singing Christmas carols to bring ourselves and others joy.

«I went for a walk on the trail» (March, April, May, and June)
During this period, our focus will be on spring and summer. We will explore nature and the outdoor areas
in the kindergarten and our local community. Engaging in risky play and challenging ourselves to try new
things, will be important to us during this time. We link this to the expression «practice makes perfect».
We will move around a lot, and research sounds and music in nature. During March, some of our group
times and craft activities will be based around Easter traditions. We will also be singing spring- and
summer-themed songs, and look closer at flowers, birds, plants, and insects. Our focal point in May, will
be the 17th May (Norway’s national day), and why we celebrate this day. In that regard, we will focus on
notions of democracy and diversity.
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AUGUST
«When two little shovels want to get to know each other»
Theme goal: Provide children with an overview, and a sense of security
• Ensure that the children have a good start to the kindergarten year
How
• We give each child a primary contact person among staff
• We develop positive and clear routines and expectations for all
• We sing songs that incorporate the children’s and staff’s names
• We give the children fixed placements at the lunch table
• We highlight the beginning and the end of everyday situations

Values and Objectives:
Self-image and self-esteem
• We want the children to manage being in focus, and to be
able to introduce themselves to others
How
• Parents/carers create a ‘Family Book’ that their child can
keep at kindergarten
• We put individual children in focus, for instance during
group times

Ability to make choices
• We want the children to gradually become able to introduce
themselves during group times
How
• We pay attention to the children’s reactions, and tailor
activities to individual children’s needs.

Managing emotions
• We want the children to develop a secure attachment to
their primary contact
How
• We see and acknowledge the child
• We provide the child with care and closeness

Social skills
• We want the children to experience group affiliation
How
• We organise group times
• We have lunch together as a group
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SEPTEMBER
«I feel so happy when I see you»
Theme goal: Provide children with an overview, and a sense of security
• Provide children with the opportunity to get to know each other and staff
How
• We sing songs that incorporate the children’s and staff’s names
• We focus on routines and repetition
• We play games that incorporate rhythm
• We sing songs that incorporate movement

Values and Objectives:
Self-image and self-esteem
• We want the children to manage being in focus, and to be
able to introduce themselves to others
How
• We talk about the children and their families during group
times
• We pay attention to children’s needs and initiative

Ability to make choices
• We want the children to experience attachment and a
sense of belonging in the child-group
How
• We focus on how we can move to the same rhythm
• We focus on turn taking

Managing emotions
• We want the children to experience joy in interactions with
peers
How
• We ensure the children notice each other by verbalising
what is happening
• We focus on creating shared experiences

Social skills
• We want the children to experience a sense of belonging to
the group
How
• We focus on providing the children with shared reference
points for play
• We sing together
12
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OCTOBER
«You and I, and us two»
Theme goal: For all children to experience being part of the community
We focus on the diversity present in our kindergarten, friendship, play environments,
musical joy, and shared experiences
How
• We sing well-known children’s songs in a variety of languages
• We celebrate United Nations’ Day
• We talk with the children about the United Nations’ Convention on the Rights of the Child
• We focus on our similarities and differences
• We listen to various genres of music, from a variety of countries
• We listen to diverse sounds, and talk about how and why all sounds are different

Values and Objectives:
Self-image and self-esteem
• We want the children to feel secure enough to show their
individuality
How
• We are curious about who the children and their families
are, and where they come from
• We acknowledge through words and body language that
each child is seen and heard

Ability to make choices
• We want the children to gradually participate in a way that
influences the community
How
• We are alert to children’s reactions, and adapt experiences
based on individual children’s needs
• We are conscious of the children’s diverse modes of
expression

Managing emotions
• We want the children to experience diversity as something
positive
How
• We emphasize children’s characteristics and qualities
• We capture the children diverse initiatives (e.g. in play)

Social skills
• We want the children to become accustomed to and accept
individual differences
How
• We support the children’s reflections around own and
others’ feelings, experiences, and opinions
• We engage the children in philosophical discussions
around diversity
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NOVEMBER
«You and I, and us two»
Theme goal: For all children to experience being part of the community
We focus on friendship, play’s opportunities, play environments, musical joy, and shared
experiences
How
• We work to improve the kindergarten’s play environments based on the
children’s wishes
• We create shared experiences through music and movement
• We add new elements to play
• We participate in children’s play

Values and Objectives:
Self-image and self-esteem
• We want the children to experience that they are good
enough just the way they are
How
• We focus on seeing and listening to the children
• We help the children distinguish between opinion and
person

Ability to make choices
• We want the children to participate by expressing their own
opinions regarding the indoor play environment
How
• We listen to the children, accomodate their wishes, and
justify own choices
• We observe how the children use individual rooms at
Nerigard, and what inspires them during their play

Managing emotions
• We want the children to be able to understand and process
own emotions through play
How
• We facilitate dramatic play
• We label own and others’ emotions

Social skills
• We want the children to become self-assured enough to
handle own, and others’ emotions and opinions
How
16
• We talk about own and others’ limits
• We practice turn-taking
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DECEMBER
«Merry Christmas»
Theme goal: Focus on being kind to, and helping each other
We focus on Christmas preparations, musical joy, friendship, and compassion
How
• We sing Christmas carols
• We utilise music to set the mood during group times and meals
• We read Christmas stories
• We conduct group times where we practice giving and receiving positive
feedback
• We talk about the concept of friendship and what it entails
• We bring joy and provide help to those who need it

Values and Objectives:
Self-image and self-esteem
• We want the children to view themselves as valuable
members of our community
How
• We verbalise the good deeds children do for peers and
staff
• We focus on creating shared experiences where all
children experience being included

Ability to make choices
• We want the children to develop an understanding of how
their actions impact on others
How
• We label and acknowledge children’s intentions, actions,
and emotions

Managing emotions
• We want the children to experience our Christmas
preparations as evocative and joyful
How
• We facilitate joyful moments with the aid of lighting and
music
• We focus on doing nice things together

Social skills
• We want the children to become self-confident enough to
successfully handle own and others’ emotions and opinions
How
• We talk about own boundaries, politeness, honesty, and
respect for own and others’ feelings
• We practice turn-taking
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JANUARY
«You and I, and us two»
Theme goal: For all children to experience being part of our community
We focus on dramatic play, curiosity, winter, musical joy, and shared experiences
How
• We practice being in character during dramatic play and group times
• We research different sounds
• We sing songs that have winter themes
• We research water, snow, and ice

Values and Objectives:
Self-image and self-esteem
• We want the children to explore dramatic play, and being in
character
How
• We participate in play to support the children
• We highlight the children’s initiatives and suggestions to
their peers

Ability to make choices
• We want the children to develop the skills needed to initiate
and invite others to play
How
• We are attentive towards the children’s play signals
• We follow up on children’s initiative to play

Managing emotions
• We will assist the children in processing emotions related
to experiences in, or outside of play
How
• We label and affirm children’s emotions during play
• We label and affirm emotions children have experienced
previously

Social skills
• We want the children to practice cooperating with peers
How
• We support the children in listening to others’ initiatives
• We aid the children during negotiations
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FEBRUARY
«You and I, and us two»
Theme goal: For all children to experience being part of our community
We focus on curiosity, winter, musical joy, and shared experiences
How
• We research different winter sounds
• We use instruments during group times
• We sing songs that have winter themes
• We research water, snow, and ice

Values and Objectives:
Self-image and self-esteem
• We want the children to be flexible in their choice of playmates
How
• We create play opportunities outside of established
friendships
• We strengthen new peer relationships by recalling the play
in conversations with the children

Ability to make choices
• We want the children to develop the skills needed to initiate
and invite others to play
How
• We are attentive towards the children’s play signals
• We triangulate by making the children aware of peers’ play
signals

Managing emotions
• We want the children to dare to attempt new challenges
during play, and in interactions with others
How
• We acknowledge and verbalise what the children find
challenging
• We celebrate with the children when they attempt new
challenges

Social skills
• We want the children to practice cooperating with peers
How
• We support the children in listening to others’ initiatives
• We aid the children during negotiations
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MARCH
«I went for a walk on the trail»
Theme goal: We want the children to practice curiosity and wonder
We focus on spring, Easter, music in nature, and shared nature experiences
How
• We sing Easter- and spring-themed songs
• We have Easter assembly
• We listen to discover sounds and music in nature
• We go on hikes
• We talk about what we see and hear in nature

Values and Objectives:
Self-image and self-esteem
• We want the children to get to know themselves through
physical activity
How
• We go on hikes and actively use the kindergarten’s outdoor
environment
• We facilitate activities where the children can experience
mastery

Ability to make choices
• We want the children to become familiar with own limits
through experiences in nature
How
• We challenge each other to attempt new things
• We encourage each other through words and body
language

Managing emotions
• We want the children to experience mastery during outdoor
play
How
• We encourage the children to engage in novel experiences
• We label and affirm emotions children have experienced
previously

Social skills
• We want the children to feel joy when peers experience
progress
How
• We aid the children in noticing their peers
• We support the children in acknowledging peers’ courage
to attempt new things
24
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APRIL
«I went for a walk on the trail»
Theme goal: We want the children to practice curiosity and wonder
We focus on spring, the kindergarten’s outdoor environment, music in nature, and
shared nature experiences
How
• We sing songs with spring-themes
• We listen for music and sounds in nature
• We work on the kindergarten’s outdoor environment, and focus on how children
and staff want the outdoors to be

Values and Objectives:
Self-image and self-esteem
• We want the children to become conscious of what they
enjoy doing
How
• We verbalise what we observe the children doing
• We introduce varied activities and play experiences for the
children

Ability to make choices
• We want the children to be involved and influence the
kindergarten’s outdoor environment
How
• We talk with the children about what types of play they
enjoy outside, both and home and at Nerigard
• We observe the children’s outdoor play and reflect on how
they utilise the outdoor environment

Managing emotions
• We want the children to experience that their play matters
How
• We engage ourselves in children’s play, and accept play
invitations from children
• We offer play suggestions, and bring new children into
existing play situations

Social skills
• We want the children to aid, and consider each other when
exploring nature and the outdoor environment
How
• We encourage the children to support each other, and we
verbalise this support as it occurs
• We aid the children in understanding and accepting the
opinions of their peers
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April
Week

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.
Fire safety
week

24.
Fire safety
week

25. Fire safety
week

26.
Fire safety
week

27.
Fire safety
week

28.

29.

30.

1.
Labour Day
Nerigard is
closed

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

14

15

16

17

18

27

MAY
«I went for a walk on the trail»
Theme goal: We want the children to practice curiosity and wonder
We focus on Norway’s National Day (17th May), being curious, risky play,
music in nature, and shared nature experiences
How
• We sing spring- and 17th May-songs
• We talk about democracy and diversity
• We play drums
• We have ‘forest weeks’
• We practice climbing, cycling, running, and walking in rough terrain

Values and Objectives:
Self-image and self-esteem
• We want the children to become familiar with own limits,
and experience mastery
How
• We talk about what they dare to do, and why some things
are scary/frightening
• We talk about what they already know and can do

Ability to make choices
• We want the children to choose new things that are
challenging
How
• We provide the children with the overview they need to
make informed choices
• We follow the children in their choice process, and label for
them along the way

Managing emotions
• We want the children to experience joy in their own
courage, and a sense of mastery
How
• We support the children in attempting new challenges
• We acknowledge and celebrate daring to try

Social skills
• We want the children to develop an understanding of, and
accept for human diversity
How
• We talk about different cultures, the Norwegian
Constitution, and celebrate Norway’s National Day
• We focus on diversity and differences within Nerigard
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May
Wee
k

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Saturday

Sunday

1.
Labour Day
Nerigard is
closed

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Ascension
Thursday
Nerigard is
closed
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14.

15.

16.

17.
Norway Day
Nerigard is
closed

18.
Child-free day
(planning)
Nerigard is
closed

19.

20.
Pentecost
Sunday

21.
Whit Monday
Nerigard is
closed

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.
Forest Week

29.
Forest Week

30.
Forest Week

31.
Forest Week

1.
Forest Week

2.

3.

20

22

Friday

30.

18

21

Thursday

29

JUNE
«I went for a walk on the trail»
Theme goal: We want the children to practice curiosity and wonder
We focus on summer, risky play, and music and life in nature
How
• We have ‘Forest Weeks’
• We research nature- and insect sounds
• We sing songs with spring/summer themes
• We climb, run, cycle, and are active in the outdoors

Values and Objectives:
Self-image and self-esteem
• We want the children to have sufficient self-esteem to
experience joy over own accomplishments, regardless of
the accomplishments of peers
How
• We celebrate mastery with the children
• We are active role models; we do things we find scary, and
celebrate own mastery

Ability to make choices
• We want the children to become capable of making their
own choices
How
• We help the children stand by the choices they have made
• We focus on the right to change one’s mind

Managing emotions
• We want the children to become familiar with own limits
How
• We verbalise and affirm the children’s emotions

Social skills
• We want the children to give peers the opportunity to show
what they can do
How
• We practice turn-taking
• We encourage the children to support each other, and we
verbalise the support they offer peers

30

June
Wee
k

22

23

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

28.
Forest week

29.
Forest week

30.
Forest week

31.
Forest week

1.
Forest week

2.

3.

4.
Forest week

5.
Forest week

6.
Forest week

7.
Forest week

8.
Forest week

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.
Summer party
organised by
FAU

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

1.

24

25

26

31

JULY
Have a nice summer!!
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July
Wee
k

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
Nerigard’s last
day before
summer holiday
closure

7.

8.

10.
Summer
holiday –
Nerigard is
closed

11.
Summer
holiday –
Nerigard is
closed

12.
Summer
holiday –
Nerigard is
closed

13.
Summer
holiday –
Nerigard is
closed

14.

15.

28

9.
Summer
holiday –
Nerigard is
closed

17.
Summer
holiday –
Nerigard is
closed

18.
Summer
holiday –
Nerigard is
closed

19.
Summer
holiday –
Nerigard is
closed

20.
Summer
holiday –
Nerigard is
closed

21.

22.

29

16.
Summer
holiday –
Nerigard is
closed

24.
Summer
holiday –
Nerigard is
closed

25.
Summer
holiday –
Nerigard is
closed

26.
Summer
holiday –
Nerigard is
closed

27.
Summer
holiday –
Nerigard is
closed

28.

29.

30

23.
Summer
holiday –
Nerigard is
closed
30.
Nerigard opens
after the
summer holiday

31.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

26

27

31

33

THE FRAMEWORK’S SEVEN LEARNING AREAS
1. Communication, language and text

2. Body, movement, food and health
3. Art, culture and creativity
4. Nature, environment and technology
5. Numbers, spaces and shapes
6. Ethics, religion and philosophy
7. Local community and society

For more information see: The Framework
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Partnerships with families
FAU and SU
Seize the opportunity to influence
your child’s day at Nerigard!

We want you, as parents, to experience Nerigard kindergarten as a
safe place to be, where children are offered a high quality pedagogical
program. A close and open collaboration with you is essential in order
to achieve this:
•
The relevant pedagogical leader will organise a ‘welcome talk’
with you when your child starts at Nerigard/changes child groups.
S/he will also ensure that close contact with you is maintained
•
We want feedback and questions from you regarding our daily
operations
•
Monthly plans and information will be e-mailed to you
•
We have parent meetings during autumn and spring
•
We organise parent-teacher interviews where we share
information about your child once or twice per year
•
A consumer survey is made available for parents
•
Working bees, summer party, and other events are organised by
FAU

FAU and SU: The Parent Council
and Working Committee (FAU)
consists of parents who are elected
during the first parent meeting in
autumn. FAU promotes shared
interests and contributes towards
the establishment of positive
collaboration between the parent
group and the kindergarten. FAU
promotes cases on behalf of the
parent group in the Coordination
Committee (SU). SU consists of
two representatives from FAU, two
from staff, and the director -who
represents the kindergarten’s
owner. SU is an advisory, contact
promoting, and coordinating body.
One of their tasks is approving the
Annual Plan.
Join FAUs Facebook group:
Foreldre i Nerigard barnehage
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THE CIRCLE – A TOOL TO PROMOTE ATTACHMENT

The primary contact
All children are given a primary contact
person among staff when their child
starts at Nerigard. The primary contact
is responsible for meeting children and
parents during the transition period.
Thus, child/ren and parent/s will not
have to relate to a large number of staff
from the beginning.
The transition period will vary for each
child, and the required time will be
agreed upon between parent/s and the
primary contact.
The primary contact works closely with
parent/s, and is responsible for
introducing the child/ren to other staff.

The child is at the centre of the circle, and our understanding/interpretation of the child is part of the other circles. Where
is the child currently at, and what support does s/he need? Each level helps the primary contact identify the child’s
needs, and how s/he can support the child’s development. The circles closest to the child contain basic needs which
must be met before the child can progress to, and enjoy, the circles further removed.
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Guidance – Marte Meo
«By own power»
Marte Meo is a guidance method developed by Dutch
educational councillor Marie Aarts. At Nerigard this
method is utilised as a means to increase staff’s
relational skills, and to support children’s development.
We use short video clips of children’s interactions with
staff as the foundation for guiding staff’s work.
Interaction analysis is used when analysing the videos,
as a way to explore what happens during the interaction.
Based on the analysis, a plan is made that details the
developmental support the child needs.

The purpose for using this method in our
work is:
•

To increase knowledge about interactions
between children and adults

•

To gain shared knowledge about the
principles of supportive communication

•

To gain increased understanding of
individual children’s needs

•

To develop staff’s observational skills

•

To become aware of own
behaviours/interaction styles with children
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Principles and key concepts

Labelling/verbalisat Highlight
ion
beginnings & ends

Focus on the child

Positive affirmation

Be attentive towards the
child’s initiative, needs,
and focus.

Notice the child’s initiative
and signals, and affirm
through words and body
language that the child is
seen and heard

Label/verbalise own and
the child’s actions,
intentions, focus, and
emotions

The child is provided with
a sense of direction when
starting an activity and is
supported to complete it,
before moving on

The child is supported to:
•
Stay focused
•
Be seen and heard
•
Be understood

The child is supported to:
•
Stay focused
•
Become aware of
him/herself
•
Take initiative
•
Read and
acknowledge others

The child is supported to:
•
Stay focused in the
moment
•
Become mindful of
own and others’
actions
•
Affirm own intentions
•
Enrich, develop, and
structure own
experiences
•
Increase vocabulary
and linguistic
comprehension

The child is supported to:
•
Stay focused
•
Know what s/he is
supposed to do/what
will happen
•
Become mindful of
own actions
•
Expand their
conceptual
understanding

This makes the child feel
relevant in interactions
with others

This gives the child a
sense of self-worth, selfesteem, mastery, and the
energy needed to
persevere

This strengthens the
child’s self-esteem, sense
of overview, play skills,
and emotional regulation

This provides the child
with a sense of safety,
overview, structure,
predictability, and mastery
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Principles and key concepts
Positive
guidance

Follow the child
before you can
lead

Turn-taking

Intonation

Triangulation

Guide the child’s
attention and facilitate
activities that gradually
broaden the child’s
horizon, and lead to
mastery experiences

Stay in a rhythm of
action/reaction. Turntaking can be verbal,
non verbal, contain
pauses, repetition of
words, ideas, and
mirroring facial
expressions and
movements

Share the child’s joys
and experiences using
words, intonation,
facial expressions,
and body language

Help the child initiate
play with a peer or join
existing play between
two peers with an
established
relationship

Follow the child’s
initiative and focus
before leading the
child in a new direction

The child is supported
to:
•
Know what they
can/should do
•
Stay focused
•
Choose
alternative
solutions

The child is supported
to:
•
Be given room to
react and act
•
Read, interpret
and act on others’
signals

The child is supported
to:
•
Become aware of
joy
•
Share joy with
others
•
Stay focused
•
Interpret and
affirm the actions
of others
•
Become aware of
themselves

The child is supported
to:
•
See others
•
Become aware of
their surroundings
•
Be seen by others

The child is supported
to:
•
Become aware of
themselves
•
Stay focused

This gives the child a
sense of safety,
overview, self-esteem,
mastery, and the
energy to complete
actions

This provides the child
with play skills,
mastery, and a sense
of community

This gives the child
experience with
emotional regulation,
feeling relevant in
interactions, and
structuring own
experiences

This increases the
child’s play skills and
social development

This gives the child a
sense of overview,
direction, and the
feeling of being
important and
understood
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Risky play

Kindergarten shall contribute towards children
«experiencing how to assess risks, and master risky
play through physically challenging experiences»
(See The Framework, 2017).
Risky play is play where the child challenges
his/herself based on their personal limits. Children
both seek out and prefer risky play, and children are
naturally curious about themselves and their
environments.
At Nerigard we have a conscious focus on risky
play, and particularly on mastery experiences and
the joy involved in successfully managing new
challenges.

There are six categories of risky play:
1. Play with great heights
2. Play with high speed
3. Play with dangerous tools
4. Play with/near dangerous elements/locations
5. Rough-and-tumble play
6. Play where children can disappear/get lost
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Risky play
There are several good reasons for allowing children to
engage in risky play. Here are some:
Social:
1. It creates social skills through collaboration, social
signalling, taking on various social roles,
adaptation/flexibility.
2. Problem solving – Challenges are solved and
mastered
Psychological:
1. Self-esteem and courage through mastering
challenging and scary experiences, and the
development of a realistic sense of self based on
evaluating actual risks.
2. Emotional skills – A range of emotions experienced
and expressed
3. Overprotection → fearful children → anxiety
4. Anti-phobic effect on innate fears and phobias
Physical/gross motor:
1. Improved gross motor and physical skills such as
muscle strength, coordination, mobility/flexibility,
responsiveness, and increased bodily awareness (own
opportunities/limitations).
2. Object perception; depth, height, speed – calculations
relating to these.
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Children’s participation
«All children shall experience that they have the
ability to influence what happens at kindergarten»
(See: The Framework, 2017).
Children’s participation is about ensuring
kindergarten children’s right to participate and
influence what happens throughout their day. The
children need to feel their input is taken seriously
and that they have an impact on the community.
This does not only mean that children participate
in decision-making processes directly related to
them, but also that they feel connected to the
service and its community. They must also feel
they can exercise their right to make decisions
and express own intentions. In relation to this, it is
also important that children are supported to
empathise with, and be considerate towards
others.
Pedagogical documentation and observations are
important aspects of this. Staff will observe
children and talk about their observations with
colleagues, and reflect on what the children are
communicating. During our focus on the
kindergarten’s physical environments this year, we
will use this way of working regularly in order to
observe how the children utilise the rooms, and
how we may best facilitate positive play.
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PERMANENT GROUPS
THE BOOKWORMS
The 3 year olds gather and participate in a fun
book club. Here we focus on a book that we first
read, and then talk about, dramatize, draw from
and base activities on.
Through this we want to support the children’s
language development, instil in them a joy for
reading, and create a joint starting point for play.
Additionally, the children get to participate in a
group time specifically tailored to their age.

THE ENVIRONMENTAL
AGENTS
We gather the 4 year olds for secret detective
meetings. The children gain knowledge about
environmental conservation, co-dependency in
nature, and sustainable practices. This way, the
children can develop positive attitudes, good habits
and skills relating to environmental issues. We
believe that this can help create environmentally
conscious children. A specific plan for content and
activities is under production.

THE PRESCHOOLERS
In Nerigard’s preschool group the children
experience what it means to be the oldest at the
kindergarten. We want the children to have their
own area of responsibility during their preschool
year. What this area is will vary from year to year,
and will be decided in collaboration with the
children.
The main focus will be «practice makes perfect».
We want the children to experience mastering
something they consider challenging or scary.

Transition to school
The kindergarten shall, in collaboration with
parents and the school, facilitate children’s
transition into the first grade and, if relevant, to
after school care.
«Children must be able to leave their kindergarten
on good terms, and enter school filled with
curiosity, and a strong belief in own abilities»
(See: The Framework, 2017).
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NERIGARD AS AN ECO-LIGHTHOUSE
«Children will be provided with opportunities to experience caring for,
and looking after their surroundings and nature» (See: The Framework,
2017).
During the autumn of 2014, we became a certified eco- Lighthouse
enterprise. This means that we consider the environment in the
operation of the kindergarten. We also include the children in our work
around environmental conservation.
The 4 year olds are environmental agents and as such have a particular
responsibility.

To increase the children’s
environmental awareness we:
• Have group times and activities
that increase environmental
awareness.
• Compost food waste, which in
turn provides soil for the
vegetable garden.
• Look after our resources.
• Recycle and use natural
materials in play and craft
activities.
• Recycle plastic, paper, glass, and
metal. We have made a movie
about sorting and recycling for
the children.
• Have a vegetable garden.
• Collect rubbish inside the
kindergarten and in the local
community.

We encourage you to follow up on
some of our environmental
initiatives at home!
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Useful information
Opening hours
• Nerigard kindergarten is open from 7am-5pm.
Exam guarantee
• All of Sammen’s kindergartens offer an exam
guarantee. So if you are unable to arrange
alternative care, we will mind your child for
you so that you may sit your exam.
Depending on the situation, a familiar staff
member may come to your home, or we
make arrangements so that your child can be
at kindergarten. This applies if your child is
sick, or there is a child-free day at Nerigard.
• Please contact either the director or your
child’s pedagogical leader as needed, or for
more information.
«Renting» the kindergarten
• Parents who are students are eligible to
«rent» the kindergarten for alcohol-free
events at no cost during weekends or
evenings after 5:15pm.
• Please contact staff as needed, or for more
information.

Food supply
• We offer the children lunch each day. This
includes 2-3 hot meals per week and 2-3
bread-based meals. In addition, we offer
the children fruit during afternoon tea. We
emphasise a healthy and varied diet.
• On birthdays, children are given the choice
between smoothies or whole meal
waffles/mini-pancakes.
• Parents pay 240 kroner in «food money»
each month. The amount has been
decided by SU. The children each bring
one piece of fruit for the fruit meal, and
their own packed lunch for breakfast
Closed for the holiday
• We are closed during Boxing Week and the
days between Palm Sunday and Maundy
Thursday. During the summer, Nerigard is
closed in weeks 28, 29, and 30.
Child-free days (planning)
• Our childfree days are:
• Monday 18th September
• Tuesday 19th September
• Friday 10th November
• Friday 2nd February
• Friday 18th May
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Safe children result in competent students

